SBPD Active Shooter Plate Carriers

Purpose:

The purpose of this training is to provide you with the basic understanding of how to use the SBPD Active Shooter Plate Carrier, as well as its capabilities if needed during an Active Shooter or high risk situation.

Scope:

The SBPD ASPC (Active Shooter Plate Carrier) was purchased/designed to be used by Officers that feel the need to have an extra level of protection from any situation that may involve a firearm or more specifically a high caliber firearm. The ASPC will be located in the trunks of all SBPD Police Vehicles. Each ASPC will be stored in a black carrying bag that is labeled with an ID number matching the vehicle it is in, a front and back AR500 steel plate, two POLICE identification Velcro patches (front and back) and a black Condor plate carrier.

It is the responsibility of the driver or the wearer to make sure that the ASPC and all of its contents are secured in the trunk of its assigned vehicle at the end of their shift. At NO time is the ASPC to be removed from the vehicle unless it is to be used during the Officer’s work shift.

The ASPC is designed to go over the uniform/soft armor and is a one size fit all carrier, but it can be adjusted to fit the individual. The ASPC is capable The ASPC gives you additional room for your rifle stock improving comfort and shooting ergonomics. Below are manufactures armor specifications.

AR500 Armor Level III Body Armor Specifications

For any future assistance or questions, you may contact:

- Rangemaster Brock: nbrock@sbpd.com or 806-897-2306